We investigate the properties of the Extended Fock Basis (EFB) of Clifford algebras [1] with which one can replace the traditional multivector expansion of Cℓ(g) with an expansion in terms of simple (also: pure) spinors. We show that a Clifford algebra with 2m generators is the direct sum of 2 m spinor subspaces S characterized as being left eigenvectors of Γ; furthermore we prove that the well known isomorphism between simple spinors and totally null planes holds only within one of these spinor subspaces. We also show a new symmetry between spinor and vector spaces: similarly to a vector space of dimension 2m that contains totally null planes of maximal dimension m, also a spinor space of dimension 2 m contains "totally simple planes", subspaces made entirely of simple spinors, of maximal dimension m.
The extended Fock basis of Clifford algebra
We begin summarizing the main properties of the Extended Fock Basis (EFB) of Clifford algebra introduced in [1] . We will consider Clifford algebras (see e.g. [4] ) with an even number of generators γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ 2m over field F . These are simple algebras of dimension 2 2m and with vector space F 2m := V . The results that follow hold both for F = C and R with signature we leave to the reader the simple adjustments for the two cases. Given the R 2m signature we indicate the Clifford algebra with Cℓ(m, m) that has been deeply studied also in [6] . A Clifford algebra can be seen as the direct sum of its graded parts: field F := F (0) , vectors V := F (1) and multivectors
and is graded isomorphic to F (2 m ), the algebra of matrices of size 2 m × 2 m . The EFB essentially extends to the entire algebra the Fock basis [3] of its spinorial part and renders explicit the construction Cℓ(m, m) ∼ = m ⊗Cℓ(1, 1) so that many properties of Cℓ(m, m) can be proved in Cℓ(1, 1). We start from the null, or Witt, basis of the vector space V that takes the form:
) and q i = 1 2 (γ 2i−1 − γ 2i ) i = 1, 2, . . . , m
that, with γ i γ j = −γ j γ i , easily gives (here {q i , p j } := q i p j + p j q i ) {p i , p j } = {q i , q j } = 0 {p i , q j } = δ ij 1
that imply p 2 i = q 2 i = 0, at the origin of the name "null" (also: isotropic) given to these vectors.
We now define the EFB of Cℓ(m, m) to be given by all possible sequences ψ 1 ψ 2 · · · ψ m := Ψ ψ i ∈ {q i p i , p i q i , p i , q i } i = 1, . . . , m and since every component ψ i has just 4 possible values the basis contains 4 m = 2 2m elements (we will reserve Greek capital letters to EFB elements). It's immediate to transform a basis element of the standard γ basis, e.g. γ i , γ j , . . . , γ k , to a superposition of 2 m EFB elements substituting:
• to each γ 2l−1 or γ 2l the appropriate sum (p l ± q l ) obtainable from (2),
• if γ 2l−1 γ 2l are not in γ i , γ j , . . . , γ k their place is taken by {q l , p l } = 1 so that, for example,
and the product expands in a sum of precisely 2 m EFB elements. Viceversa with (2) every EFB element can be transformed in a linear superposition of exactly 2 m multivectors; these properties reflect the form of orthogonal transformation matrix defined in [1] .
This basis simplifies the Clifford product of 2 EFB elements Ψ and Φ referring them to Cℓ(1, 1): from (3) we derive ψ i φ j = ±φ j ψ i for i = j so
and the only relevant products are thus ψ i φ i whose results appear in table 1.
The main characteristics of EFB is that all its elements are simple (also: pure) spinors. We just remind that spinors are minimal left ideals of Clifford algebra and that they are isomorphic to Totally Null Planes (TNP, also: isotropic planes) [3] . For each spinor ω we define its corresponding TNP as:
and the spinor is simple iff the TNP is maximal, i.e. iff |M (ω)| = m. Proof. We show first that all EFB elements are Weyl spinors, i.e. defining the volume element Γ :
where we call helicity 1 the eigenvalue η. We first note that 
that proves (4). The value of h i depends only on the first null vector appearing in ψ i and each EFB element has thus also an "h−signature" that is a vector (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m ) ∈ {±1} m and clearly η = m i=1 h i . To prove now that any of these Weyl spinors is simple it is sufficient to show that its associated TNP is maximal, i.e. of dimension m. For any Ψ = ψ 1 ψ 2 · · · ψ m let's call x i the first null vector appearing in ψ i then Span (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) is a TNP of maximal dimension m and for any v ∈ Span (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) we have vΨ = 0, thus it's a simple spinor. ✷ The "g−signature" of an EFB element is the vector (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g m ) ∈ {±1} m where g i is the parity of ψ i under the main algebra automorphism γ i → −γ i . With this definition we can easily derive from table 1 that
and with (5) it follows that for each component ψ i [q i , p i ] = h i g i ψ i and thus for the entire EFB element we have
where the eigenvalue ηθ is composed by the helicity and by θ := m i=1 g i , the global parity of the EFB element under the main algebra automorphism. We can resume saying that all EFB elements are not only Weyl eigenvectors, i.e. right eigenvectors of Γ, but also its left eigenvectors with respective eigenvalues η and ηθ = m i=1 h i g i . One easily sees that any EFB element Ψ = ψ 1 ψ 2 · · · ψ m is uniquely identified by its h− and g−signatures: h i determines the first null vector (q i or p i ) appearing in ψ i and g i determines if ψ i is even or odd. Beyond that h− and g−signatures identify also subspaces of the Clifford algebra: 
where H h 1 h 2 ...hm = {ω ∈ Cℓ(m, m) and with h−signature (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m )} Proof. Since for any EFB element Ψ its h−signature is defined by
it's trivial to see that the span of the 2 m EFB elements with same h−signature (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h m ) form one subspace and that these 2 m subspaces sum up to the whole Cℓ(m, m). ✷ Corollary 3. Identical propositions hold for both g− and h • g−signatures (h•g is the Hadamard (entrywise) product of h− and g−signatures vectors).
Observing that in table 1 there are 8 zeros out of 16 possible products, one can prove easily that only 2 3m out of the possible 2 4m products of EFB elements are non zero or, more precisely, Proposition 4. The Clifford product of two EFB elements Ψ and Φ is not zero if, and only if,
and then the result is an EFB element with h− and g−signatures given by
The proof is simple to do for Cℓ(1, 1) (see table 1 ) and it thus applies to each ψ i φ i component, from this derives the desired property. ✷
We conclude observing that in Cℓ(m, m) the standard γ basis and EFB have complementary properties. On one side in γ basis the algebra can be seen as a direct sum of its m + 1 grades (1) and all products of its basis elements are non zero. On the other hand in EFB the algebra can be seen as a direct sum of 2 m subspaces of different signatures (7) while the overwhelming majority of products of EFB elements is zero (only 1 of 2 m is non zero). In addition in EFB spinors have simple expressions whereas vectors have intricate ones.
Matrix isomorphism
An advantage of this basis is that it maps neatly to the 2 m × 2 m matrices of the algebra
and let's examine first the simple case m = 1. Cℓ(1, 1) has dimension 4 and it's a simple exercise to verify that the calculation of (here
establishes the isomorphism of algebras Cℓ(1, 1) ∼ = F (2) with the map
EFB elements form also a basis in F (2) (seen as a vectorial space) and one can more easily verify the isomorphism, stretching a bit the notation, writing
and verifying that the calculation, with usual matrix multiplication rules, satisfies (8). To alleviate the notation from now on we omit the field coefficients a ij .
and in A m every entry corresponds to precisely one EFB element so that EFB constitutes also a natural basis in the vectorial space F (2 m ). The matrix A m is defined recursively by:
Proof. We proceed by induction: we have already seen that the proposition is true for m = 1; let's now suppose it true for m − 1 i.e. that A m−1 satisfies (8). We note that in the block matrix A m , submatrices A m−1 and Γ m−1 contain only EFB components in the range 2, . . . , m. So, since q 1 and p 1 don't appear in A m−1 it follows (with improper but simple notation)
and identical properties for p 1 q 1 and p 1 ; here A * m−1 is the matrix where each element has the sign given by its global parity θ, e.g.
and since for any EFB element ΓΨΓ = θΨ it easily follows that for any m 
A more interesting result is:
Corollary 6. The columns of A m are minimal left ideals of Cℓ(m, m) and are formed by EFB elements with the same h • g−signature.
Proof. We start observing that the EFB elements in the rows of the matrix have all identical h−signatures how it is clear from A 1 and from the recursive construction of A m . As a consequence the EFB elements in each column contain all 2 m possible h−signatures. Moreover in each column the termwise product of h− and g−signatures is constant throughout the column. Also this can be proved easily from the recursive construction of A m , for example the rightmost column has for each component h i g i = −1 and in it we can recognize (forgetting the irrelevant sign) the usual Fock basis of spinor space [3] .
We prove now that the Clifford product of any couple of EFB elements is either 0 or one of the elements of the column containing the second term of the product thus proving that the elements of this column form a left ideal. To prove this it's sufficient to prove that h • g−signature of an EFB element is invariant by left multiplication from another EFB element. This is clear since, by proposition 4 EFB elements product ΨΦ is not zero only if h Ψ • g Ψ = h Φ and the result has h− and g−signatures given respectively by h Ψ and g Ψ • g Φ . For the non zero result we thus have
and thus the h− and g−signatures product of Φ is invariant. ✷ For example the isomorphic matrix of Cℓ(2, 2) with h (rows) and h • g (columns) signatures is:
and we will call the rightmost column the standard Fock basis of spinor space S F i.e.
As a final remark we observe that this isomorphism provides the provably faster algorithm for actual Clifford product evaluations [1] and results a factor 2 m faster than usual algorithms based on γ matrices.
Multiple spinor spaces
Propositions 2 and 6 show that Cℓ(m, m), as a vectorial space, is the direct sum of subspaces of different h • g−signatures that are also minimal left ideals of Cℓ(m, m) and thus spinor spaces S h•g . Moreover they correspond to different columns of the isomorphic algebra of F (2 m ).
All the EFB elements of one of these subspaces form a base of their spinor space S h•g and are also left eigenvectors of Γ of eigenvalue ηθ (6). So speaking of a spinor space S it is always necessary to specify its h • g−signature.
We clarify this with an example: it is known [3] that maximal TNP are isomorphic to simple spinors of S but this correspondence is obscured if we don't specify one spinor space. For example in Cℓ(2, 2) the 4 EFB elements p 1 p 2 , p 1 q 1 p 2 , p 1 p 2 q 2 and p 1 q 1 p 2 q 2 are all simple spinors, are linearly independent and all have the same TNP, namely Span (p 1 , p 2 ). Specifying the h • g−signature, for example choosing the h • g = {−1} 2 m of S F , we have the only simple spinor p 1 q 1 p 2 q 2 and the isomorphism is reestablished.
In general the h−signature of an EFB element Ψ fixes uniquely the associated maximal TNP M (Ψ) and there are 2 m EFB elements with same h−signature and all possible 2 m g−signatures. These EFB elements form one of the subspaces H of proposition 2 and they can be obtained from Ψ replacing every ψ i with its counterpart with same first null vector and opposite g−signature, i.e. p i ↔ p i q i and q i ↔ q i p i . So for each TNP we have 2 m different, linearly independent simple spinors such that for any of them (and even for any of their linear combinations) vΨ = 0.
It is simple to see that all the EFB elements of one of these subspaces H can be obtained by one of them Ψ right multiplying it by the unit vectors (p i + q i ) that has the effect of flipping just g i in the EFB element Ψ. Since the Pin group consists of products of unit vectors (and its subgroup Spin consists of products of even sequences of unit vectors) the action of its elements generate the entire subspace H (while the action of Spin generate all EFB elements with same eigenvalue ηθ).
This subject certainly deserves deeper investigations also in view that multiple spin spaces S h•g have been proposed for mirror particles [5] and one should thus explore the possible physical implications of (6).
Properties of simple spinors in EFB
The linear superposition of 2 EFB elements of the same spinor space S can be a simple spinor (unless explicitly specified we will refer here to the spinor space of the standard Fock basis S F (10)): (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , . . . , q m ) and M (Φ) = Span (p 1 , p 2 , q 3 , . . . , q m ) . For any vector u ∈ M (Ω) ∩ M (Φ) = Span (q 3 , . . . , q m ) obviously uΩ = uΦ = 0 and for them trivially u(aΩ + bΦ) = 0 so, to prove that aΩ + bΦ is simple, we need 2 more linearly independent null vectors to form a maximal TNP.
We show now that a vector u such that u(aΩ + bΦ) = 0 cannot be Span (p 3 , . . . , p m ) because this would imply auΩ = −buΦ = 0 that in turn implies with proposition 4 that Ω and Φ necessarily have identical h− and g−signatures against the hypothesis of their difference.
So to satisfy u(aΩ + bΦ) = 0 the only possibility is that
in which both terms are non zero by hypothesis. The parts of Ω and Φ unaffected by left multiplication by the vectors (i.e. in our case EFB components 3, . . . , m) must necessarily be identical to satisfy this equation. We may thus concentrate on the first 2 EFB components of Ω and Φ, respectively ω 1 , ω 2 and φ 1 , φ 2 , thus the reduced relation to be satisfied is:
where the primed components indicate the initial component left multiplied by the corresponding vector. Given EFB properties it is clear that the only possibility to satisfy this equality is to have separately
that to be satisfied imply for the EFB components
and for the field coefficients
Supposing that a, b = 0 (the other cases are trivial) it follows that the vectors
span a 2-dimensional space, are null and annihilate spinor aΩ + bΦ that is thus simple. The conditions that Ω and Φ have to satisfy are
We conclude showing that if |M (Ω) ∩ M (Φ)| = m − 2 then aΩ + bΦ cannot be simple. Any simple spinor is necessarily a Γ eigenvector and this holds true also for EFB elements that have eigenvalue η = m i=1 h i . If Ω + Φ is a simple spinor it must be a Γ eigenvector and thus Proof. To prove this we apply proposition 2 of [3] that, easily extended to any number of spinors and rephrased in EFB jargon, asserts: "given 2 or more linearly independent simple spinors then there exists a basis (2) such that these spinors are different EFB elements of the same spinor space" that sends us back to the previous case. ✷ Proposition 9. Given k linearly independent simple spinors of the same spinor space S of Cℓ(m, m) such that, for any two of them, the size of the ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ∈ Cℓ(m, m). Having proved the case of k = 3 it is simple to extend it to any k: it suffices to start from two simple spinors adding the remaining spinors one at the time iterating the proof at each step. For example to show that any linear combination of ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 and ω 4 is simple it's sufficient to apply our result to the 3 simple spinors ω 1 + ω 2 , ω 3 and ω 4 and since we know that the result holds for any linear combination ω 1 + ω 2 it must hold for all 4 simple spinors.
To prove the upper bounds on k we start observing that it's sufficient to prove it for EFB since any set of k linearly independent simple spinors can be transformed in k EFB elements. For m = 1 there are just 2 TNP's of dimension 1 whereas for m = 2 there are only 2 TNP that have size of the intersection m − 2 = 0, namely p 1 p 2 and q 1 q 2 so obviously k ≤ 2. For m > 2 we prove the bounds proving a related property of binary vectors. First of all we observe that in EFB the set of TNP's is isomorphic to the set of h−signatures that are elements of the set {±1} m ⊂ R m and thus 2 TNP's with an intersection of dimension m − 2 have h−signatures such that h (1) · h (2) = m − 4. We prove our bound observing that for m > 3 there cannot be more than m signature vectors h (i) ∈ {±1} m such that for any two of them h (i) · h (j) = m − 4 because these binary vectors are linearly independent in R m . To prove this let's suppose the contrary and that there are r vectors with the given scalar products such that for given coefficients a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r (not all 0) one has This result provides a different explanation of why, for a generic ψ ∈ S, the request of being a Weyl spinor (i.e. Γψ = ±ψ) is necessary and sufficient for ψ to be simple for m ≤ 3 becoming only necessary for m > 3 [3] .
It's easy to see that in matrix form the ψ ± eigenvectors of Γ for m = 1 are respectively: and it's obvious that each ψ ± m contains 2 m−1 zeros. More precisely the span of the 2 m−1 non zero EFB elements of ψ ± m ∈ S form 2 m−1 -dimensional subspaces of definite helicity S ± and moreover S = S + ⊕S − . The dimensions of these subspaces for m = 1, 2, 3 are respectively 1, 2, 4 that match the bound of proposition 9. For m > 3 the bound is violated and ψ ∈ S ± are not simple spinors unless they satisfy further conditions, the so called "constraint equations". We observe also that for m ≤ 3 simple spinors are subspaces of S while for m > 3 they form a manifold containing very many "totally simple planes" of dimension m made of simple spinors.
This result give a partial answer to the problem of the constraint equations that a spinor have to satisfy in order to be simple for m > 3 since it should be possible to use this property to build explicitly the more general simple spinors for any m. This will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
Conclusions
We have shown that, beyond providing the fastest way to actually calculate Clifford products, EFB offers several advantages:
• refers many properties of Cℓ(m, m) down to Cℓ(1, 1),
• is formed only by simple spinors and has a simple map to the isomorphic matrix algebra,
• renders explicit the existence of 2 m spinor spaces in Cℓ(m, m) characterized by being left Γ eigenvectors,
• allows to prove that spinor spaces S contain totally simple planes of dimension m made entirely of simple spinors.
About this last point we remark that it is intriguing that the same bound m applies both to the dimensions of a TNP subspace of the vector space V and to a totally simple plane made entirely of simple spinors in S and that the case m = 3 is exceptional.
